Segmentation of the left ventricle is important in the assessment of cardiac functional parameters. Manual segmentation of cardiac cine MR images for acquiring these parameters is time-consuming. Accuracy and automation are the two important criteria in improving cardiac image segmentation methods. In this paper, we present a comprehensive approach to segment the left ventricle from short axis cine cardiac MR images automatically. Our method incorporates a number of image processing and analysis techniques including thresholding, edge detection, mathematical morphology, and image filtering to build an efficient process flow. This process flow makes use of various features in cardiac MR images to achieve high accurate segmentation results. Our method was tested on 45 clinical short axis cine cardiac images and the results are compared with manual delineated ground truth (average perpendicular distance of contours near 2 mm and mean myocardium mass overlapping over 90%). This approach provides cardiac radiologists a practical method for an accurate segmentation of the left ventricle.
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KEY WORDS: Image segmentation, cardiac imaging, image analysis, left ventricle BACKGROUND C ardiac magnetic resonance images (CMR) have become significantly important in the last decade because of the rapid improvement of hardware techniques, computing power, coil design, and sequence development. Given the high quality of the CMR images, this has surpassed echocardiography which is now no longer the gold standard for cardiac parameters. It is believed that in the future, when the cost and time required for image acquisition become comparable to that of echocardiography, CMR will be the primary diagnostic modality in cardiovascular medicine because of its unique versatility and noninvasive nature. 1 Quantitative analysis of clinical parameters such as ejection fraction, left ventricle myocardium mass and stroke volume can be obtained by delineation of the left ventricle from cine MR images. These parameters play important roles in cardiac functional assessment, heart failure, cardiomyopathies, and congenital heart disease.
The main challenges in left ventricle (LV) segmentation from cine MR images lie in the following aspects: the intensity distribution of cardiac images varies significantly, which makes automatic classification or clustering methods ineffective, and the shape of the ventricles varies from person to person; hence, edge information is inconsistent with the epicardial surface of the left ventricular wall appearing indistinct. Due to cardiac dynamic nature, motion artifacts are inevitable in cine images. Besides, at each 3D volume of time snap, slices are taken from different breath holds, which caused vicinity slices to not align correctly; this phenomenon is usually called slice shift. All these problems inherent in cardiac MR imaging are difficult to eliminate and have to be resolved by segmentation algorithms.
In recent years, quite a number of methods have been proposed for (semi-) automated LV segmentation. To deal with the aforementioned problems, different strategies have been used in these methods, including image-driven methods, 2 15 However, fully automatic accurate segmentation of the left and right ventricles is still attracting research interest as CMR is becoming more widely used and manual segmentation is still a timeconsuming task for cardiac radiologists. The vast amount of images acquired from one cardiac study exhausted radiologist capacity and resources, besides inter-and intra-operator differences.
Our study found that characteristics of cine image from different scans can be quite variable, and hence, it is not easy to achieve high accuracy results by applying a single technique automatically. Therefore, we proposed a comprehensive approach by combining several techniques: radial region growing, image edge detection, and mathematical morphology. This approach demonstrates robustness in performing the endocardial and epicardial contours segmentation task from cine MR images with achievement of a highly accurate method of automated segmentation.
The paper is organized as follows: "Material and Methods" describes the details of the segmentation methods. "Results and Discussions" presents and analyzes the results, followed by "Conclusion and Discussion" with a conclusion and discussion on issues and future work.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Image Data
The datasets used in this paper are cine steadystate free precession (SSFP) MR short axis (SAX) images published by the MICCAI 2009 Clinical Image Segmentation Grand Challenge Workshop organizer on the Internet, available to the public at http://sourceforge.net/projects/cardiac-mr/, thanks to the efforts by Dr. Rauda Perry from Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre. Forty-five cardiac cine MR datasets are made available for the event in three batches: 15 datasets for training, 15 for qualification testing, and 15 for the online contest. Each batch contains four heart failures with ischemia (HF-I) cases, four heart failure without ischemia (HF-NI) cases, four hypertrophy (HYP) cases, and three normal cases. All the data are in anonymized DICOM format following HIPAA regulations. Permission for public use has been granted by the ethics review board of the same center.
All image data were randomly selected from the clinical database from Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre. All the images were obtained during 10-to 15-s breath holds with a temporal resolution of 20 cardiac phases over the heart cycle. Six to 12 SAX images were obtained from the atrioventricular ring to the apex (thickness=8-10 mm, FOV= 320×320 mm, matrix=256×256).
The goals of the contest were to compare LV segmentation methods by providing an evaluation system and a database of images and expert contours. Comparing segmentation results across research studies can be difficult due to unspecified differences in the method or implementation of evaluation matrices. This contest provides an open-source code for contour evaluation. Furthermore, the database provides a set of images such that confounding segmentation differences due to image quality or pathology can be eliminated.
Approach Overview
CMR images include the lower chest and upper abdomen. The structures surrounding the heart include the lungs, chest wall/musculature, ribs, liver, gall bladder, spleen, bowel, and peritoneal/ omental fat. Different tissues present different signal intensities regions in quite flexible locations, which make automatic segmentation algorithms difficult to recognize patterns. Meanwhile, the heartbeat motion combined with heart position changes caused by patients' breath holding moments and physical position changes during scan instigate misalignment of structures in their shape. Another issue that needs to be noted is to shorten the scan time; the slice thickness usually is big, which makes the partial volume effect obvious. To overcome these problems, we carefully designed a workflow using a series of image analysis techniques to identify and extract image features step by step and finally reveal the whole left ventricle from the cine CMR data.
The complete procedure is shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm starts from locating the region of interest (ROI) from the images. ROI is defined as a cylinder encapsulating the LV structures. To find the ROI, we look for the center point of the LV blood pool and then define a ROI using this center point. Subsequently, the image in ROI is transformed to a rectangular image by polar transformation. Using the transformed image, we apply canny edge detection and one-way region growing methods iteratively to compute the endocardial boundary and epicardial boundary. After the contours are extracted, we apply reverse polar transformation on the result back to the original image space. The endocardial contours and epicardial contours are transformed back to the enclosed curves. Next, we apply thresholding onto the image surrounded by endocardial to find candidate regions of papillary muscles, then use mathematical morphology to pick up the two biggest regions as the papillary muscles. More details of our segmentation method are described in the following sections.
Several image segmentation techniques and mathematical transformations are repeatedly used in our algorithm. They are: polar transformation, thresholding, edge detection, hull convex, fast Fourier transformation (FFT) smoothing, radial region growing, image morphology, etc.
LV Center and ROI Localization
In LV segmentation from SAX CMR images scanning, we are only interested in the LV structure. And because the whole heart is to be scanned generally in clinical practice, other structures are presented in images. We defined an ROI first to exclude the areas we are not interested in.
Several ROI allocation approaches have been used in previous studies to narrow down the particular area in the image. For example, in Lu et al., 2 a square area is plotted in the center of the image as ROI, and in Rezaee et al., 7 a Hough transform is applied to locate the ROI center. We used a slightly different approach here. We defined the ROI in a circle shape because the shape of the LV cross-section is similar to a circle shape; therefore, a cylinder-shaped ROI will be more effective for excluding regions we are not interested in and hence will improve the result of image-based algorithms. To define the ROI, we seek for a seed point in LV blood pool first and extract the LV blood pool by thresholding and region growing. Then, the mass center of the LV blood pool is calculated to be used as the circle center of our ROI. The illustration of ROI in SAX images is shown in Figure 2 . More detailed explanation is described in the following. 
Obtain Seed Point in LV Blood Pool
While conducting SAX image scans, radiologists usually try to place the LV in the center of the image because it is the most interesting structure in study. Therefore, the center of LV are usually near the center of the image, but not necessary exactly at the center. We started from seeking the seed point of LV blood pool on the middle slice (midslice) of the 3D volume because this slice typically is neither near the apex nor left ventricle outflow track. That means the cross-section of the LV area in the slice is sufficiently big and close to the circle shape. Blood appears brighter than the myocardium in SSFP SAX images. Based on these features, we can roughly estimate the center of the LV and hence define the ROI which closely fit the LV in the images. Figure 3a shows the center circle images extract from the test images. We can see that the center circle areas are mostly occupied by LV. These areas consist of two types of pixels, blood and myocardium. The popularly used Otsu thresholding was first proposed by Otsu 16 for automatic selection of the optimal threshold value that minimizes weighted within-class variance of bimodal images. Therefore, we used Otsu thresholding to classify the images in the center circle into two classes, blood and myocardium. The results are shown in Figure 3b . Next, we examine the blood region in the result if the result contains only one foreground region; that region belongs to the LV blood pool region. Otherwise, we take the biggest sized region as the LV blood pool region. A pixel inside this area can be used as seed point.
Obtain LV Blood Pool and Its Center
Using the thresholding value and the seed point computed from the previous step, we apply a region growing operation. The resulting foreground region is the LV blood pool. Although the cross-section of LV is a circle-like convex shape anatomically, in most of the SAX image slices, the LV region we derived here may not be in a convex shape because of the existence of Fig. 3 . Some examples of image center circle area and their thresholding results. We can find the image center either inside or very close to the LV blood pool. Typically, the LV is the biggest or most circle-like region in the center circle area. a Samples of the center region of original images. b Circle center region in a after binarizing using two-level Otsu thresholding. papillary muscle and trabeculae muscles. We should make up the concaves before we proceed to the next step. To achieve this, we calculate the convex hull based on the region growing result.
This convex hull is then used as the initial location of the LV to approximate the ROI circle. Performing a circle fitting the convex hull with linear least square method, 17 we obtain the center of the blood pool of the LV. Using this center point as origin, and a diameter that is slightly bigger than the average diastolic LV (we used 11 cm after observing all CMR data we have had), a compact circular ROI is generated for subsequent segmentation processes.
Left Ventricle Segmentation
A cardiac cine image scan acquires 20-25 phases in a heartbeat cycle. Each phase constituting a stack of images containing 10-20 slices captured the complete 3D shape of the left ventricle at one moment. A stack of images in one phase is also called a volume, similar to other 3D image analysis studies. Our algorithm processes one volume at a time and can be repeated for all phases without user interference. In clinical practice, the end-diastole (ED) phase and the endsystole (ES) phase are the most interesting phases because they are directly used in cardiac functional assessment, for instance stroke volume and ejection fraction calculation. In the work of this paper, ES and ED phase numbers are provided by the data supplier. However, our algorithm is fully automated; therefore, it can simply segment all phases if necessary. ES and ED phases can be identified by computing the LV volumes from the segmentation results. Completely segmenting all the phases is not practical by manual segmentation but is easy for automatic segmentation. The outcome of this advantage may also be used for exploring more precise quantification of cardiac functions in the future.
Endocardial Contouring
Given a circular ROI generated in the aforementioned steps covering the LV compactly, tissues within the region are more predictable. The LV blood pool and myocardium occupied a major volume of the ROI region and other structures such as lung. Chest spaces are minimized; hence, the intensity distribution is relatively easy to classify. We observed that image intensities in the ROI include various tissues, i.e., blood, muscle, fat, lung, and chest space. Pixel intensities can be classified into three classes, namely, blood/fat, muscle, and lung/space. An extended Otsu method of multilevel thresholding 18 is used to classify the intensity of image in ROI to obtain threshold values of the blood, muscle, and lung/chest space.
Using the computed blood threshold, a radial region growing is applied to extract the blood pool of the left ventricle. Radial region growing is similar to convention region growing; however, it starts from a center point of a circle and grows by increasing the radius of the circle pixel by pixel. To ease calculation and illustration, a polar transformation is applied on the region of interest to form a flat image (Fig. 4a, b) beforehand. Trans- forming the image into a polar coordinate system is an effective method in LV segmentation, and it has been used by a few other works.
2,5 After transformation, radius region growing has become one-way directional region growing, which is easy to implement. However, our study discovered that due to intensity inhomogeneity caused by blood dynamic and low signal noise rate, there are possible leakages which appeared in the region growing. To deal with this problem, we use an additional measure to overcome this issue. We apply canny edge detector 19 onto the transformed image to find the boundary of LV blood pool in the transform image (Fig. 4c, d ). Combining the radial region growing results with the edge detection results, we obtained an edge contour of the endocardial in the transformed image. The contours are transformed back to the original coordinates, which become the candidates of the endocardial contours (Fig. 4e) . Given the uneven nature of the inner surface of the ventricle due to papillary muscles, chordae tendineae and trabeculae, we compute the convex hull to warp the region growing result so that it includes the papillary muscle region (Fig. 5a ), and then a low-pass filter of FFT (six coefficients are used) is applied on the convex hull to remove the irregular uneven ventricle surface disturbing and to form a smooth endocardial contour (Fig. 5b) . The whole process flow is shown in Figure 1c .
Epicardial Contouring
The process of extracting epicardial is almost the same as extracting endocardial. However, radial region growing will be started from the endocardial contour instead of from the origin. The region growing will use the threshold value of muscle class instead of blood class. Similarly, the radial region growing detects both the intensity threshold and the canny filter results to determine the stop criteria. When the radial region growing is stopped, the initial edge of epicardial computed thresholding and canny edging is jaggy, and again, FFT low-pass filter is applied to produce a good smooth contour that fit the surface of epicardial (Fig. 5b) . The process flow is similar to Figure 1c ; however, because some operations like thresholding and edge detection have been carried out in the previous step, results can be used directly without repeating the operation.
Papillary Muscle Segmentation
Papillary muscles occupy a relatively significant space in ventricles; therefore, these muscles, particularly the two biggest papillary muscles (indicated as P1 and P2), also need to be delineated and considered when calculating the ventricle eject factors. To outline the papillary muscles, we used the blood's low threshold derived in "Endocardial Contouring" again onto the endocardial region. Generally, several dark regions similar to the papillary muscles can be identified as candidate regions. We apply a mathematical morphology opening operation, with 3 × 3 square structure element, on these regions to disconnect weak connections between these candidate regions. The two biggest regions are then selected automatically as papillary muscles P1 and P2 (Fig. 6a) . Contours of the two regions are extracted by a marching square, a 2D version of the marching cube. 20 The contours are finalized by smoothing using Bezier curve fitting (Fig. 6b) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Our method has been tested on 45 datasets published by the MICCAI Clinical Image Segmentation Grand Challenge Workshop organizer (described in "Image Data"). We used the same evaluation methods as the ones used in the conference workshop to analyze our results. The publicity of the data and evaluation methods allow people to test and compare their methodology easier and objectively.
Evaluation Methods
Evaluation of left ventricle segmentation is conducted using the framework used in the segmentation competition. Both automatic and visual methods are used in benchmarking the segmentation results. Three automatic evaluation measures are used in this framework; these are contour good percentage, average perpendicular distances, overlapping dice metric (Eq. 1):
where X is the contour area segmented and Y is the ground truth manually segmented. X∩Y is the intersection of both areas and |A| stands for the number of pixels in area A.
The ground truth of LV is manually delineated by the clinical experts from the data from the same institute. Contours generated by automatic algorithms is considered as good if the maximum distance from ground truth is G5 mm. Contour good percentage is calculated by the number of good contours over the number of all contours of ground truth. Average perpendicular distance evaluation calculates the distance from the automatically segmented contour to the corresponding one manually drawn by an expert, averaged over all contour points. Overlapping dice metric calculates the contour areas overlapping proportion between the automatic segmentation results and the ground truth. Besides automatic evaluation, visual evaluation has also been conducted by experienced cardiologists based on their general impression on the resulting contours.
Evaluation Results and Discussions
The statistics of segmentation results compared to the ground truth contours are listed in Table 1 . The average perpendicular distances of our resulting contours to ground truth is about 2 mm for both endocardial and epicardial contours. This is comparable to other methods developed recently 2,12 , although they are not directly comparable because of the difference in data and ground truth. Considering inter-operator and intra-operator segmentation errors, the automatic segmentation results should be acceptable clinically. Table 1 presented the evaluation results of both endocardial and epicardial delineated by automatic method compared with ground truth categorized by the pathology of subjects. The results of heart failure groups appear very slightly better, but are not significant. That means our approach is not sensitive to pathology. The average distance to ground truth is about 2 mm plus, which is close to the manual segmentation error.
Finally, the resulting contours of the validation batch (15 studies) have also been visually evaluated by experienced cardiologists at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre (Kim Connelly and Gideon Paul). Results are rated in a four-point scale (1: Excellent, little correction required; 2: Good, over 50% of contours are acceptable; 3: Poor, G50% of the contours are acceptable; and 4: Not usable). The visual evaluation results are shown in Table 2 . In the 15 results being evaluated, 11 of them (73%) are rated 1 and four of them (27%) are rated 2. This evaluation result, on the other hand, further confirms that our segmentation approach generated acceptable results to clinicians.
During the MICCAI 2009 clinical image segmentation grant challenge on-site testing, our segmentation result on the on-site datasets was ranked number 3. This shows that our algorithm is competitive with frontal competitors. Nevertheless, our result on the qualification testing datasets was ranked number 1. This positive outcome gives us confidence that our approach has the potential to achieve better results. Figure 7 shows some segmentation outputs from our method. As we mentioned above, data of four categories of studies are used in this experiment. The images are arranged in four rows where each row presents one pathology group studies. The first row presents heart failure with ischemia studies, the second row shows heart failure with no ischemia cases, the third row contains hypertrophy cases, and the last row presents normal cases. Four datasets are presented in each group. For each dataset, two resulting images are shown. The left one is an image of the ED phase and the right one of the ES phase. Papillary muscles are segmented on the ED images whenever possible. The name below the image data is from the data source.
From the results, we found that the performance of our method is very promising, comparable to many other more complex methods, although the techniques used in our algorithm are relatively simple classic techniques in image analysis. We The test cases are categorized by the subjects' syndromes: heart failure with ischemic (HF-I), heart failure without ischemic (HF-NI), hypotrophy (HYP), and normal subjects believe that classic methods, like Otsu thresholding, have very good performance in classifying tissues in CMR images given ROIs are well defined with our LV center allocating method. Simultaneously, skillful integration of radial region growing, canny edge detection, and FFT filtering are well suited to the target object shape, that is, a circle similar region of the LV. Nevertheless, they performed better than some sophisticated algorithms. Sophisticated methods are typically not easy to control in the context of CMR images because of the complex chest structures surrounding the LV region and blood flow disturbance; these artifacts often misguide the mathematical models to produce undesirable output. We trust that using appropriate methods, regardless of whether they are simple or sophisticated, suitable to the image nature and the problem target is the key factor in addressing image analysis challenges.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have developed a comprehensive segmentation approach to segment the left ventricle from cine MR images by using a processing pipeline of image transformation, thresholding, region growing, edge detection, and image filtering technologies.
Endocardial and epicardial contours as well as two papillary muscles are delineated automatically. Testing results on the data randomly selected from clinical images demonstrated that our comprehensive approach of the left ventricle segmentation is a feasible and fast method for cardiac cine MR image segmentation. Its accuracy is comparable to other methods published recently.
Automatic segmentation of LV from cine CMR images is a challenging task. Given the fact of the rapid increase of CMR scans and overwhelming time required by manual segmentation, automatic methods are attractive solutions for clinicians. Although many different approaches have been attempted to resolve this problem, we see a bottleneck in increasing the accuracy of automatic algorithms. Given the dynamic nature of CMR images, we believe that image-based techniques are still attractive to be integrated into solutions aiming for the objective of CMR image automatic segmentation. Our method has achieved competitive results so far. We will still be working on to improve the accuracy.
Although we aim for a fully automatic segmentation procedure, in some extreme cases, manual enhancement to the results might still be required because unforeseeable vast variations in source images quality come from different scanners, Fig. 7 . Some segmentation outputs by our method; each row presents one pathology group study. The first row presents heart failure with ischemia studies, the second row shows the heart failure with no ischemia cases, the third row contains hypertrophy cases, and the last row presents normal cases. Four datasets are present in each group. For each dataset, two resulting images are shown. The left one is the image of the ED phase and the right one of the ES phase. The names below the image data are from the data source. Papillary muscles are segmented on ED images whenever possible.
operators, and scan conditions. Our design allows users to have the final touch to the automatic computed contours in order to output high-quality segmentation results. We believe that such a system would increase users' confidence to accept the segmentation results. Users' operation and time of finalizing modification to the contours can be minimized by using appropriate contour deforming technology. We have also implemented deformable model method 21, 22 to allow propagation of modification from one phase to other phases. Our test shows that this process is efficient and practical in refining segmentation outputs.
Remarks from visual evaluation reviewers underline that the most problematic issue is in the left ventricle outflow tract area, which is a generic problem to most LV segmentation methods. Resolving this problem would be able to significantly improve the accuracy, and we will spend much effort on this issue in our future work.
Several areas still can be improved and enhanced to increase the accuracy of segmentation. First, automatic allocation of the center and radius of circular ROI can be optimized to achieve better result in fully automatic segmentation. Meanwhile, enddiastolic phase and end-systolic phase automatically determination is a nice function to be integrated into the approach. We also found that in some situations where the image intensity of LV blood pool is not homogenously distributed due to blood flow motion effect, adaptive measures can be added into the region growing method to increase the accuracy of endocardial contours. More intelligent methods, for instance knowledge-driven and feature-driven techniques, can be implemented to trace LV contours from cine MR images with high accuracy.
